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2019 ACMAF Meeting:
An 8 Step Preying Mantis Adventure in Costa Rica
By Sichong Lawrence Lane
Costa Rica is a land of 5 million people and almost 20,000 square miles of territory, which contains almost everything beautiful that the Earth offers. This is my second
visit to this fabled land, but my first visit with Grandmaster Shyun, and the Shifus and
Masters of 8 Step Preying Mantis Kung Fu. This will make this trip have special meaning, both for me and for my love of this country.
The actual meeting of the Shifus and Masters won’t be until Saturday, April 27th,
but I arrive Saturday, April 20th. This gives me plenty of time to explore San Jose, the
capital city. I am staying at the Best Western Hotel Irazu, where most of the Shifus
and Masters will be staying.
Attached to the hotel is a Denny’s, and across a narrow street from the hotel is a
Subway. It could be a small piece of America. However, by Costa Rican standards,
these are expensive places. They are also all owned by the same corporation. In fact,
dotting the city, sometimes next door to each other, are KFC, Taco Bell, Quiznos, just
about any fast food eatery that populates American cities. Here they stand out as a
sore, eating up the streets and making you sure that you have not actually left the
United States. And there are billboards, advertising the same fast food establishments. Beyond them are majestic mountains, luscious forests, and deep valleys, but
on the streets they blight the view. It is shameful.
The hotel serves a simple but hearty breakfast every morning, always with eggs,
dark rice and beans, fresh fruit, and rotating side dishes. While they served great,
strong Costa Rican coffee (the best in Central America!), they were willing to make me
decaf coffee every morning. The staff was very warm and accommodating. When I
asked for picante (hot sauce), they got me McCormick’s Buffalo sauce, and the local
(Continued on page 2)
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sauce of legend, chili. It is obviously made from hot chili
peppers, but when I asked for the same in restaurants, I
received a short glass mason jar with mixed vegetables
with a strong spicy vinegar juice - equally efficient.
Grandmaster James Shyun will not arrive until Tuesday, so I have two days to fill. On Sunday I visit three
volcanos on a tour, where I meet an array of people,
mostly Canadians and a large group from Kosovo. I feel
at home because Canadians love to have Americans
learn anything about their country, and I grew up on the
Canadian border. While I can identify some words in
Slavic languages, it is not familiar enough to me to attempt to converse with the Kosovo
tourists.
It is obvious

museums are a great exploration of the history of the
peoples of Costa Rica, which was never Inca, Aztec, nor
Mayan. On a tour of the fruit market, I was delighted to
taste very fresh exotic fruits. While many people have
eaten passion fruit or bananas, few have actually picked
them and eaten them fresh. In a land like Costa Rica, it
is an everyday experience.

Tuesday is the arrival of Grandmaster James Shyun!
I am happy that I have this opportunity, as I last met him
ten years ago, while training with Master Michael Cimino. We are to meet in the lobby of the hotel. I know
when he is going to arrive (10am), so I plant myself within sight of the hotel entrance at 9:30am. I scan every few
minutes, broken only by brief bathroom breaks. It’s
10am but no Grandmaster! I keep
these guys watching. Soon it is 10:30! Did I lose
him? I walk to the entrance and look
[Masters & Shifus] have around. Upon turning, I see him, safely
ensconced next to a pole, which is the
a long history & many only spot I can’t see from my perch. I
gather Grandmaster and take him to my
memories to rehash. room, to wait until Master Jack Skutnik
arrives. They will be sharing a room.

On Monday, I take a tour of San
Jose, and I learn a great deal about
United Fruit (now called Dole), and
how American big business took over
the Central American countries and
exploited the weak governments for
their own ends. I learn how to make
real chocolate from cocoa beans. I also learn a great
deal about the features of San Jose, which I save up for
when the Shifus arrive, so I can give my own tour. The
city is a testament of civic mistakes due to poor planning, later overcome by better informed and insightful
builders. These builders transformed the city into something better, including the National Theater, the Museum
of Pre-Columbian Art, and the Gold Museum. These two

In my room we drink tea and talk about his kids, Chinese history, my adventures since I trained with Master
Mike, and other fun topics. He is a grandfather and easy
to talk to, and this warm and friendly demeanor is his
trademark throughout the entire trip. Soon Master Jack
arrives, so they move to their room. Large numbers of
other Masters and Shifus start arriving, so upon request,
(Continued on page 3)
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I get some recommendations for eating. Our group, now
numbering around eight, takes a shuttle to San Jose for
a fun late lunch / early dinner. It is an amazing affair,
and I quickly start learning names. Shifu Derrick Void
and Shifu Kevin Kamau from Texas; Master Shane
Stene from Minnesota; Master Jack, Shifu Bob LaBelle
and Shifu Tom Jankowski from New Jersey; Master Lee
Yokota from Florida; and on Wednesday, Master Kevin
Loftus from South Dakota; Shifu Marc Funderburk,
rounding out the Texas contingent, and Master Dave
Hughes from Florida.
On Wednesday we make a trip to San Jose, where I
hope to apply my new knowledge of the city. This was a
rather difficult affair, as we seem to gather as successfully as a herd of cats. At any one time someone is missing, and this becomes a constant joke. While I am certain they are safe (they are all experts in 8 Step Preying
Mantis!), I do worry they will miss out on some of my history and cultural lessons. These are Shifus in Kung Fu,
used to teaching students. They make a poor group to
teach anything to, so those bits of knowledge fall by the
wayside. We seem to have come on a day when there is
a plethora of street musicians and festivals, filling the
plazas with music and dancing girls. And we quickly
learn that Shifu Kevin from Texas is a confident man
among the ladies (and later, as relayed to me by video,
a very good dancer).
On Thursday, it’s an all-day adventure to a simmering volcano, which last exploded within recent memory.

We also visit La Paz, an incredible nature preserve,
where we can see plants and animals of Costa Rica,
and which contains an impressive waterfall, where we
were both in awe and full of amusement. I again refer to
the pictures, where those people who might not believe
it, will see their revered Masters and Shifus in fun-mode,
enjoying nature, the incredible weather, and a reunion
spirit. It is obvious these guys have a long history and
many memories to rehash. It is an opportunity for excellent pictures, where the colors of Costa Rica are so incredible that it appears you are using a filter on your
camera. And, with a bit of bitterness, I have to take a
backseat to the ability of cellphone cameras to take
great shots, while I use my 35mm digital camera. It has
better lenses for long distances, but up close, a cellphone can’t be beat (and is much lighter).
I will quickly cover trek to Julian’s, a high-end restaurant, which entailed a trip through a barrio near the hotel, up and down the landscape. While we were probably
safe, it was unique. When we arrived, we filled the restaurant, where they put us in a room away from the better dressed patrons. I think we probably paid half the
income for the restaurant from our one visit. We learned
a lesson about how expensive American brands of whisky can be (despite the fact that Shifu Kevin really wanted bourbon.) I think I speak for the group when I say the
food was excellent, but the restaurant played us by
pouring “still” and “bubbly” water from sealed brandname bottles, each of which we had to pay for, divided
among our group of eleven.
(Continued on page 4)
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Saturday, the great meeting. This will be short. In the
morning there was a detailed discussion of issues of student retention and establishing schools. We break for
lunch. In the afternoon, there were absorbing demonstrations on chi kung by Master Jack, a great lesson on
Mantis Mechanics and technique by Master Lee, a lesson on the difference between mantis joint locks and
TKD by Master Shane, collectively totaling enough material to last any Shifu for the year. All the time I am taking casual pictures of the group. At long last, the yearly
picture is taken. In the last three, I, Lawrence Lane, appear, planted in front, the only student.
After I left Sunday morning, the Masters and Shifus
went to several sites on their own, including visiting additional volcanoes, and zip-lining across the tree-tops.
They got in some more San Jose shopping, and they
visited a rain forest, where instead of the glass and wire
cages we came to at La Paz, they got much closer to
crocodiles, monkeys, exotic birds, jaguars, ocelots, and
other wild beasts. For those who might have wondered,
they visited the warm sand beaches on the coast and
ate at a soda, tasting the local cuisine. Collectively, we
all had a real Costa Rican experience!
It will be a real challenge when the next meeting is in
New Jersey. As a local, we promise that we will try to
meet the challenge!
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What is 8 Step Preying Mantis Kung Fu?
By Master Lee Yokota
I recently listened to a podcast between Joe Rogan (Tae Kwon Do [TKD]
black belt and two black belts in Brazilian
Jiu Jitsu [BJJ] - Gi and No Gi) and John
Danaher (black belt BJJ) where Danaher
was asking Joe Rogan about the basic
concepts of BJJ. Now, Rogan is a twotime black belt and you would think he
would know a thing or two about BJJ,
right? However, he seemed to give incomplete answers or was unsure of his
answers to what seemed like basic questions about the art. Many of us do not
think or contemplate the somewhat deeper or philosophical meanings of the art
we practice as does Danaher, who studied philosophy at Columbia University.

[Establishing a
balanced stance]
means that you
can both move
efficiently and
deliver optimum
power.

contact with your opponent
4. Grab and control your opponent
5. Off balance and throw your opponent
6. Deliver a finishing technique.
If you analyze each and every application we have, then you will see that
every one of them goes through this process. So, let's delve a little deeper into
each.

When defending yourself, it is imperative that you establish a stance that is
balanced. This does not simply mean the
absence of falling. Rather it means that
you can both move efficiently and deliver
optimum power in your techniques.
After hearing Rogan struggle to artic- Think of standing on one leg. You may
ulate the goals and concepts of an art he not fall necessarily. However, now try
obviously has put a lot of time and effort throwing a punch as hard as you can.
into, I wondered if I would be able to an- Chances are that your punch has a sigswer similar questions about my own art. nificant decrease in power because you
do not have a good base to deliver that
What are the basic concepts of Eight
strike from. Now imagine someone hitStep? How does training in Eight Step
ting you as hard as they can while you
lead to victory in a physical confrontaare standing on one leg. They will easily
tion?
move you or knock you down. Now, if
I started looking at the stances,
you have a solid base, you will be able to
hands, and kicks but saw only techeither block or move out of the way of
niques. It is not until the Shifu training
that strike. To establish a balanced
program that Eight Step truly starts to re- stance, your base of support must be
veal itself. Every application we have
wider than what it is supporting. This
has a well-defined process that shows
means that your feet must be outside of
the keys to victory when using Eight
the widest part of your body...your shoulStep. These keys are:
ders (Picture 1). However, there is a
point of diminishing returns on this. If
1. Establish a balanced stance with a
defensive posture (a 50-50 stance or your feet are too wide (Picture 3), you will
lose your ability to move efficiently and
fighting stance)
thus lessen your chances of success in
2. Control the distance and angle using
combat.
footwork
3. Use striking technique(s) to make

(Continued on page 6)
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Next, we need to adopt a defensive posture, AKA
“keep your hands up!” The hands act as a barrier to any
oncoming attacks, protecting both the body and head.
Hands kept too low exposes the head for attack (Picture
4). Hands too high exposes the body to attack (Picture
5). Likewise, keeping the hands too close (Picture 6) or
too far (Picture 7) from the body will leave you vulnerable as well. You may find that as the distance between
you and your opponent changes, so will the position of
your hands.
Now when moving onto the next step, we cannot
forget that the previous step still applies. So, in order to
control the distance using the footwork, we must do so
in a balanced stance with a defensive posture. If we
drop our hands as we move in, our opponent will quickly
capitalize. We must not only pay attention to our direction of travel compared to our opponent’s, but also that
our transition from stance to stance remains balanced
and that we keep our hands in a position that minimizes
the risk of critical damage. Common mistakes here are
moving from a balanced stance to a narrow stance
(Picture 2), crossing the legs to create angles (Picture
8), and/or hopping off the ground or not staying grounded.

1. Good stance

Now you have established a balanced stance with
defensive posture and used your footwork to control the
distance and angle in relation to your opponent, it is
time for the fun part, striking. Again, the same rules apply to striking. You must throw a strike that does not
disrupt your own balance (Picture 9) and throw it in a
way that minimizes your chance of creating an opening
for counterattack (Picture 10). If you throw a strike from
a balanced position, it will have maximum power. Likewise, if you throw this strike without exposing yourself to
danger, you can increase your chance of winning the
confrontation, or at least surviving (Picture 11).
Some of you may be thinking that after all this, you
would be successful in a physical confrontation. However, it is our overall philosophy that striking, in and of
itself, is not the best path to victory in a fight. Otherwise, every application would end in a knockout blow.
This is rarely the case in Eight Step. Winning by a debilitating blow in Eight Step is lucky at best. This is not
to say that it cannot happen or that strikes in Eight Step
lack power. It just merely means that after hundreds of
years of experience, Masters began to realize that going
punch for punch or kick for kick with an opponent was
not always a reliable path to victory.

2. Feet too narrow

Striking can be a reliable way to bridge a gap be(Continued on page 7)

3. Feet too wide
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4. Hands too low

5. Hands too high

6. Hands too close to body

tween the opponent in order to make contact with them.
This contact is crucial to the next step in Eight Step,
which is grabbing and controlling the opponent. Think
about it. Are you more concerned with someone punching you in the face or grabbing your wrist? As a martial
artist you may say the wrist grab because you know
what it can lead to. However, your brain does not react
this way when attacked. It will react to what it believes is
the immediate threat, which is most definitely the punch
to the face. The strike distracts your opponent from your
true objective...to grab and control them. It is in this
range that you become safer from the damage of your
opponent’ s strikes. Their options and ability to generate
power is diminished significantly at this range. However,
the danger is not completely over yet. You must move
onto the next step.

Masters believe this would be the best path to victory?
Well, when a person is standing in a balanced position,
they generate power starting at the ground and transfer it
through the legs to the hips and then to the intended
striking apparatus (hand, foot, knee, elbow, etc.). Without the ground, they cannot effectively generate explosive power. This will decrease their ability to create effective offensive techniques. This being said, a throw
causes the opponent to fall to the ground where he/she
can no longer generate power from the ground through
their legs. Imagine lying on your back on the ground and
punching as hard as you can. You probably are even
less powerful than standing on one leg! However, you
may notice that as you are lying on your back, the legs
still have some power to them. This means that even
though you have thrown your opponent and have significantly reduced their offense, you must still avoid their
legs.

Once you have established control over your opponent, it is time to off balance them and throw them. As I
mentioned above, it is very difficult for someone to throw
a powerful strike when they are off balance. Even if a
strike is thrown and hits its target, it will not be with maximum force if the opponent is off balance. Once the opponent is off balance, a throwing technique can be deployed.

This is where the final step comes in. You must deliver a finishing technique. You cannot do this if your
opponent’s legs are between you and your intended target. Of course, there are leg locks. However, your options are severely limited if you only use leg locks, and
they are used most effectively when you can gain and
maintain control of the legs throughout the throw (difficult
to do). Now, you can throw and then try to use footwork

Why do we throw so much in Eight Step? Almost
every application in Eight Step ends in a throw. Why did

(Continued on page 8)
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ciency increases, you can move on to more live drills
and eventually sparring.

(Continued from page 7)

to move around your opponent’s legs, but even a beginner will recognize the threat and try to keep his/her legs
between you and them. The optimal choice is to throw
in a way that your opponent lands with his/her legs already past you (you are standing at either their head or
to one side). This will alleviate you of the trouble of trying to pass by the legs without getting kicked to the shin,
groin, head, etc. Now you can deliver a finishing strike
(s), joint lock, or other controlling technique.
Now that you have these concepts, you can begin to
apply them to your applications. This turns a dead, choreographed routine into a drill session of practical concepts. Your partner must understand these concepts as
well so he/she can call you out on them when they are
not being applied. If you notice your partner is standing
or moving in an unbalanced manner or dropping their
hands...let them know and expect them to do the same
for you. If you try to throw your partner before off balancing them, expect them to offer passive resistance so
that the throw is unsuccessful. When you do throw, pay
attention to where your partner lands in relation to
where you are standing. This should not be a random
occurrence. Rather, you should practice throwing with
the intent that you will be in a dominant position so you
can deliver that fight-ending technique(s). As your profi8. Legs crossed

9. Striking off balance

Without understanding these underlying concepts of
Eight Step and applying them to your applications, you
will never truly optimize your proficiency at this art.
Each step must be fully understood, practiced, and internalized in order to be truly effective at the martial applications of Eight Step. Now if someone asks you
“What is Eight Step?,” you will have an answer ready for
them.

7. Hands too far from body

10. Striking while
defending

11. Striking with balance & power while
defending
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Training Kids
By Shifu Derrick Void
Training children begins with two things:
Discipline and Fun.
Thanks to how enjoyable Kung Fu is,
a child’s attention is held from the start.
Children are intrigued by the fact that
they are receiving instruction from a
Shifu (teacher), who is neither Daddy nor
Mommy, but is still a person they must
listen to and obey in order to learn something of significant value.
My wife Robin and I have raised four
children: Raven (26), Sparrow (21),
Hawk (16), Dove (11). Because of this, I
am happy to say that I know a thing or
two about what it takes to encourage
children in an optimistic way. Children
love to learn, so I focus on five principles
in order to encourage greatness in myself, as well as my students:

I make sure to explain the benefits
that come with
following those
rules.

#1. RULES
I believe rules are a significant part of
learning. There is a standard: no talking
in class, ask questions in a proper manner, no fooling around, rest and take water breaks together, and always address
me as “Shifu.” Even with all of these
guidelines, I like to keep things fun, so I
make sure to explain the benefits that
come with following those rules. It’s important to take the time to establish
guidelines in order to encourage discipline.
#2. STRUCTURE
Having rules sets the foundation for
the concept of structure. My military
background has helped with my understanding of how vital it is to maintain or-

der. The fundamentals of the Eight Step
forms in Kung Fu require structure. Eight
Step forms are all eights in a straight line,
so I usually have the students stand on
their line and complete those forms as
well as other fun exercises in a straight
line. Maintaining order in this way helps
the students with their muscle memory
because it is established the first day of
class. To this day, even after 20 years, I
still use the exact same warm up drills
my Shifu taught me. I did not change anything because it works and the students
learn quickly from the simple and fun instruction. This kind of process improves
their mind/body connection because repetition is the master of skill.
Along with that, comes the strengthening of the Teacher/Student connection.
On the first day, I ask each student their
name once they are settled on line, and I
repeat the names of the entire class until
I have every name memorized. This is
important because children enjoy an atmosphere that is personable.
#3. WORK
Once the rules and structure are put
in place, it is time to focus on hard work.
This is not always an easy process. It
takes great perseverance and determination because of the challenges that come
with dealing with discomfort and pain,
especially for those who are new to
sports! Getting through the challenging
conditioning process goes a whole lot
smoother if the students like and respect
their teacher. It requires operating as a
(Continued on page 10)
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team and trusting in their Shifu. This is why the first
three classes are important pertaining to establishing a
solid foundation. The Shifu should be honored as the
leader so that learning Kung Fu can be a positive experience. In class, some children cry for mommy, and I
say, "Mommy is not here. You belong to me for one
hour (hee hee ) so continue to work.”
#4. FUN
This principle is the glue that holds all the other principles in place. When there is a positive emotion associated with working hard, there is an increase in motivation to get things done well. Some fun exercises completed in class include animal crawls, obstacle courses,
ball games, and more. These activities are conditioning
drills in disguise (they work the muscles); everything in
Kung Fu class has a purpose.
#5. REWARDS
Towards the end of my class, after all the sweating
and rapid breathing, I have the students line up and I
pass out stickers and stamps. Creativity in this way is
essential. Children enjoy having an incentive to look forward to after all their hard work.

I have noticed that by the 3rd class the students look
forward to showing me how they have grown thanks to
what they have learned. They show excitement and
want to learn more because of how they feel mentally
and physically. Martial arts has a unique way of building
self confidence. This is why I strive to be a positive influence in their lives. As a teacher, I have the opportunity
to help cultivate them in their youth. Children are the
future, and their potential is great. Grandmaster Shyun
started training at a very young age with the great Master Wei. Thankfully, this knowledge has been passed
down and because of it, a lot of other students who
started at a young age are now very successful. What’s
important is children believing in themselves and receiving constructive encouragement along the way. Like the
greatest book ever written says: "Train up a child in the
way he should go and when he is older he will not depart from it.” As a teacher, you do not determine who
they are, but it is a great way to train their mind, body,
and spirit.

"Teach the ones you are given to Teach.”
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Teaching Taiji to Seniors
By Shifu Brian Ebersole
Possibly one of the fastest growing demographics for a martial arts teacher is
teaching Taiji to seniors. Unfortunately
there are a lot of not so good “Tai Chi” instructors in the marketplace. While we all
want to have younger students we can
practice our preying mantis with, the reality is the two largest groups of paying students is either under 15 or over 50. While
Shifu Derrick is focusing on teaching the
younger set, I will discuss teaching seniors
(50 and over).

It is important to
reassure them
that the Taiji you
teach will be
modified to their
abilities, and that
they will do just
fine.

I began teaching Taiji about 5 or 6years ago and I immediately noticed the
aging demographic of my students. I’m
now running 2 weekly Taiji classes, an intermediate/advanced class and a beginning class. The beginning class is full and
I have more students asking to join almost
every week.

When an individual inquires about a
class it’s because they are often looking to
make a change in their lifestyle for health
or medical reasons. It is important to reassure them that the Taiji you teach will be
modified to their abilities, and that they will
do just fine. Let them know that other students in the class are or were in the same
physical condition, and feel or felt the
same way about starting. As far as teaching style, my best testimonials come from
my other students. I let them answer some
of new student’s questions about my
teaching style.

If I haven’t already, on their first day of
class I will ask students to let me know
(privately) if they have any physical or other conditions I should be aware of so I can
tailor their curriculum. It seems like everyone over fifty has a shoulder, hip or knee
to talk about - sometimes two. Make menOver the years my students have
tal notes of these points because they
taught me how to be a much more effecmay limit a student’s ability to perform
tive teacher. I’ll try to share these best
some of the movements, or may be a root
practices, which I’m employing in my because for some of their balance or posture
ginning classes today. Note my beginning
issues. Be particularly aware of knee, hip
class is entirely structured around learning
and back issues as they may affect abthe basics and Section One. The following
dominal rotation.
is an outline I roughly follow:
In class each individual will likely have
 Relationship
unique physical limitations, hand-eye coor History
dination and ability to absorb new information. We don’t want to make Taiji com Basics
plicated or foreign, but rather offer a learn Concepts
ing environment that is familiar and forgiving.
 Goals


Reviews and Patience

Relationship
Always start by establishing an environment for a relationship with your student.

History
I’ve learned through trial and error that
my students actually like hearing about the
history of Taiji. Sometimes they even ask
(Continued on page 13)
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and centered between the feet*.

(Continued from page 12)

me to tell the stories. But I’ve learned a trick to doing
this - tell bits and pieces, but don’t drone on. Usually in
the first few weeks they attend I like them to know that
what they are learning is a Taiji that has a lineage to
China. Sometimes I may tell the story of Yang Lu Chan.
Another time I may describe the basic concepts of meridians and vertical and horizontal chi flows, or concepts
of yin and yang. This is all an important part of Taiji.
Basics
Often in senior Taiji class we are attempting to retrain basic principles, like walking and breathing, posture from years of bad habits, and lost agility. It may be
an injury or surgery recovery that prompted a student to
even try Taiji, but the bad habits likely contributed to the
event. The most common habits I see in beginning students is over stretching the step, leaning forward (or
backwards), locking the knees and abdominal stiffness.
Seniors usually suffer from all of these in some combination.
I generally like to address issues in the following order choosing only one or two items per week to work on
with each student. I also reinforce these lessons by verbalizing the concepts in the group follow-along portion of
the class as general reminders. These are:
1. Alignment issues: lifting the head and relaxing the
shoulders and getting the head and shoulders
aligned over the hips

Volcano in Costa Rica

2. Stepping: shortening the step to obtain a smooth
heel to toe action (over stepping often results in toe
to heel stepping), and unlocking the knees (I tell
them to sit down a little on their back leg or heels).
3. Synchronizing breathing with walking.
4. Relaxing the abdomen and rotating the shoulders
(e.g. Sweep Knee).
*The one item I always recommend students purchase are flat soled shoes. These can be found inexpensively at Walmart or on Amazon. Cross trainers typically have a slight wedge to the sole that throws the student’s balance forward, inhibiting their ability to align
and balance correctly.
Concepts
As important as the history is, so are the concepts.
Most senior students are experienced in life. While
learning the concepts of chi flow and the dan tien are
likely the senior student’s first exposure to Chinese
medicine, they will grasp these concepts very quickly,
generally quicker than their body can learn the motions.

Seniors are open to the notions of visualizing the
pooling energy in the dan tien and the flowing chi energy through the meridians, even if they can’t feel it at
first.
(Continued on page 14)
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like leaning. Let them enjoy their Taiji class, but every
once in a while offer a gentle reminder to them or the
Explain the basic concepts, e.g., the ren and du me- class about leaning. I might offer that if students are feelridians, yin and yang, and what is yin or yang in the con- ing some tiredness in their lower back, it is likely due to
text of the Section One Taiji form as you’re doing it.
leaning in the postures. Most students are very selfcorrecting and very self-conscious of their flaws.
Repetition is good for reinforcing and learning concepts.
Show them both the ideal positions, as well as positions adapted to their unique capabilities and conditions,
Goals
such as hip or knee issues. However, demonstrate in
It is important to set goals for the class. I like to have your practice the ideal as a reference or goal.
more advanced students (also seniors) drop in on the
Teach movements like Sweep Knees or Monkey Rebeginner’s class, so the beginners can see that someone
treats as warm up routines before introducing it in the
who looks like them can learn this stuff.
weekly form curriculum. The hand positions for Sweep
I always have the entire class perform all of Section Knees seems to be particularly difficult for some stuOne on the first class day (just once), just like in the
dents to remember. Experiment with learning techniques
parks in China. There is no coaching - just follow along
to help them remember. I have them start by clapping
the best they can. This sets the goal of what we are try- their hands together, fingers in the opposite direction and
ing to learn. It’s also fun and hard.
sliding their palms apart until it becomes more natural.
(Continued from page 13)

Each subsequent week we will progress one step
closer to the goal of learning Section One, by learning
one or two new moves in the sequence.

Reviews and Patience

Be careful, and adjust the student’s position in moves
requiring crossing leg and changes in directions. These
are more difficult for individuals with hip or knee problems. If a student has an issue with balance or dizziness
you may want to have an aid like a chair turned sideways nearby for them to balance check with or modify
their positions. You can also have them near a wall so
they can stabilize.

Each week I like to review key learning concepts
from the earlier classes until they become more ingrained. While with children a certain amount of discipline is necessary to maintain class decorum, I intentionHere are some sample senior beginners’ class currically allow seniors more freedom to ask questions as we
ulums:
learn. If necessary, I’ll side track to focus on motions
they may be having difficulty with. Learning for seniors is First Day/Weeks
more of a dialogue than a lecture.
Focus on the basics (foundations)
Key learnings
The first few weeks I like to focus on the foundations of
They like me to verbalize what I’m doing in the form a the following:
lot more than I like talking. I’m all talked out at the end of
 Alignment/ posture
each class.
 Abdominal breathing
Be patient and don’t offer too many corrections to a
single student during a single class (1 or 2 at the most),
and make use of a group follow-along to offer general
corrections without assigning them to an individual.
Don’t always correct a student for the same thing e.g.



Walking



The dan tien
(Continued on page 15)
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Teaching Taiji to Seniors
emphasize this enough.

(Continued from page 14)

Week 1-2 Class


Warm up including 1 or 2 basic chi gung exercises.



The first day of class: teach a breathing exercise,
heal-toe walking & maintaining posture and alignment.





Teach five basic stances (horse, bow, tiger-head,
mantis, crossing leg) because we use these terms a
lot in the first form.
It’s very important that students get to do some Taiji
the very first day of class. I always let them follow
along all the way through Section One once, then
have them go back and practice the day’s new
moves.

Weeks 3-6 Class
1. Warmup routine.
2. Review the previous week’s learnings.
3. Teach 1 or 2 new moves. Teach a concept plus a
move (e.g. lift-pull-press-sink, yin/yang motion, PengLui-Ji-An, etc.). When teaching, talk the class
through the same movement in different ways, e.g.
breath-out breath-in, rock forward rock back, yangyin, etc. Yes, it’s monotonous, and yes, they want
you to talk them though it!
4. Group follow-along through the portion of Section
One they have learned, e.g Peng-Lui-Ji-An, Single
Whip, etc.
5. Allow time for questions.
Items of Note:


I may dedicate an entire class to focusing on PengLui-Ji-An, Sweep Knees, abdominal rotation, Grasp
the Birds Tail-Single Whip, but we always perform a
follow-along portion of Section One to reinforce the
learning.



Teach only one or two new postures per class.



Talk them through every motion of the form - I can’t



Stop at critical points, e.g. Single Whip, and adjust
their postures to more correct positioning.



Watch for over stretching in Single Whip or exaggerated arm vs. waist movement in Peng-Lui-Ji-An.



Learn the chi flows so that you can explain and teach
the chi flows to your students during and as a part of
the form (my students say they love this part).



Explain yin-yang theory and use it to describe the
motions of the form.



Bring it all together by adding layers to their
knowledge with each class.



Last thing: like kids, they will smell you out if you’re
BS’ing them, so don’t.

There are a ton of not so good Taiji books on the
market, but I’m going to recommend two that are very
good.
References:
1. T’ai Chi Classics, translated by Waysun Liao, 1990,
Shambhala Classics, ISBN-1570627495
This is a collection of treatises on Taiji by various Taiji masters.
2. The Essence and Applications of Taijiquan, by Yang
Chengfu and translated by Louis Swaim, 2005, North
Atlantic Books, ISBN-1556435452
This is a translation of the book written by Yang Lu
Chan’s grandson 85 years ago. Although the photographs are quite old, the notes on performing the Old
Frame Yang form are particularly applicable to our health
form.
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Children’s Self Defense: radKIDS
By Shifu Jenny Hsiao-Nakamoto
Hi! I’m back to give an update on my
journey into children’s self defense. With
Master Alan's incredible support, I was
able to take the weeklong radKIDS instructor course in San
Diego at the end of January 2019. It was
so much more than I could have imagined – it has even changed the way we
parent Kalea. I highly recommend it to
anyone who is seriously thinking of
teaching children’s self defense. We also
have now taught our first radKIDS class
to the children already in our kung fu
school. They thought the course was incredibly fun, and recommended that I
teach it to the kids at their elementary
and middle schools!

radKIDS is based
on empowering
kids to build their
own boundaries,
and to problemsolve their way
out of dangerous
situations.

Steve Daley was our certification instructor, and is the one who created radKIDS. He is a former cop, but quit
to start the radKIDS program - this was
his calling. He got a masters in teaching
in accelerated learning so that he could
better design this course. The course is
based on empowering kids to build their
own boundaries, and to problem-solve
their way out of dangerous/
uncomfortable situations. In most cases,
a parent/guardian may not be present, so
only the children themselves in the moments of danger are able to get themselves out of it. They are incredibly good
at this - as long as we empower them to
trust their own instincts.
As I am not allowed to share the full
details of the training with you all, I will
just provide some interesting highlights
and stories. Perhaps some of you will be
motivated to send your own children to
be trained by a local certified radKIDS
instructor, or someday become an instructor yourself! If nothing else, it’s not a
bad way to get kids into your children’s
kung fu classes. Steve himself said that
he believes the next best step for children after radKIDS training is to join a
martial arts school.

Interesting Facts/Possible Concerns
about radKIDS:


Over the years,
the radKIDs organization has
trained >300,000 kids across the nation.



They know of ~170 attempts of abduction on kids trained in radKIDS,
and so far, no child has been lost.
That is HUGE.



They also know of ~50,000 stops of
sexual assault.



96% of sexual assault or abuse cases are from someone the child knows
(59% within the family). This is why
we don't emphasize the strangerdanger mentality - because what if it
is someone they know? And worse,
someone mommy and daddy love?



The course is based on 3 rules:
1. No one can hurt me because I
am special. (Set the boundary).
2. I cannot hurt anyone else, including myself (this deals with
drugs/alcohol/etc.), unless
someone is trying to hurt me.
In that case, I have every right
to stop them. (Enforce the
boundary).
3. If someone tries to hurt me or
make me feel bad (bullies), it
is not my fault, and I can tell.
(Get help).



Are we just teaching our kids to be
violent? Will they use it against me?
No, we teach the kids to STOP violence being committed on them. They
are taught to stop it, get away, and
tell. How they stop it is up to them.
And, rule #2 prohibits them from hurting someone without cause. As far as
(Continued on page 17)
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Children’s Self Defense: radKIDS
(Continued from page 16)

the radKIDS organization knows, no kid has ever inappropriately used the physical skills to hurt an
adult.

child to say “hi” to your loved ones, but support their
choices for whether they want to go further to make physical contact. Instead of a hug, a high five might feel safer.
You can also protect your child by gently telling the overenthusiastic friend to give your child some space.

Are we going to scare them by talking about potential Stop Stories
violence? We do not introduce the "boogie man" - we
My favorite part of becoming certified was hearing the
ask them what scares them, and then we discuss safe
stories of how children stopped a bad situation and saved
ways of dealing with those situations.
themselves. Here are two of my favorites.
 Is there inappropriate language? We use words like
Story #1:
"good touch" and "bad touch," and describe private
An ~8 yr old girl who had been trained in radKIDS
parts as "areas covered by a bathing suit."
lived in a mobile home with her younger sister and parParenting Lesson
ents. One night, as she was sleeping in her bed with her
As parents, there are some small but impactful ways sister, a man slipped into her bed next to her, having
come in from the window. He said, “Shhh, it’s ok, it’s dadthat we unknowingly break down our children’s boundady.” Later, she would say that she knew immediately it
ries over time.
was not her dad since this man stank of cigarettes. Hav Have you ever dragged your child out from between
ing been trained, she remained calm and immediately
your legs and pushed them to hug a grandparent?
knew where her safe zone would be, and where she
needed to go – her parents’ bedroom, which was down
 Or forced your toddler to sit in an uncle or aunt’s lap
the hall. The man wasn’t going to let her go, but she finalwhen they were clearly nervous about it, thinking
ly convinced him that she really needed to pee. As she
they’ll get over it?
left the bed, she realized that she couldn’t just leave her
 Have you ever been clearly disappointed when a
sister behind (who was thankfully still asleep). So once
close friend of yours stuck their face into your child’s, she reached her bedroom door, she decided that she was
and instead of getting giggles, the friend got tears?
a safe enough distance away to act. Staying in the bedNone of these behaviors mean that you’re a bad par- room, she started yelling for her parents to come. The
man got frightened and barreled through the wall of the
ent. In fact, I would have unknowingly done several of
these things before getting trained as a radKIDS instruc- mobile home.
tor. However, I’ll explain why it might not be best to push
When the cops came soon after, the girl quickly gave
your child in these specific ways.


For us, we have known and trusted our family and
friends for years. However, to your child, they may be
meeting them for the first time (or after a very long time in
between), which means for them, they are strangers. And
just as it takes us time to warm up and develop trust with
new people, it also takes children time (and various
amounts of time depending on the child and on the new
person they are being introduced to). Children instinctively know who they trust and who they do not trust. If you
rush that process, you are in effect telling them that their
instincts are wrong. As their own instincts are overruled,
time and time again, their boundaries also break down. It
then becomes very difficult to fight back or run away, or
tell their parents, when that same uncle or aunt molests
them. It also becomes hard to resist a bully or build
healthy boundaries with their friends.
What you can do instead is just to encourage your
(Continued on page 18)
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Children’s Self Defense: radKIDS
which she did. Then he held that girl at knife point and
told the second girl to take her clothes off, which she did
them her best description of the man, and told them what as well.
she did. The cops knocked on the door of every known
What the girls had agreed to wait for was the moment
sex offender in the area. When a man who was out of
that the man would have to take his own pants off, and
breath, smelling of cigarettes, and looked like he had
hopefully put down the knife. He had one girl lie down on
been badly cut in the face and arms (from running
the ground, and as he lay down on top of her, he started
through the mobile home wall) answered the door, the
to take his pants off. The moment he put his knife down
cops knew they had found the man. He was put back in
to unzip his pants, the girl who was standing yelled (so
jail.
his eyes went up), and the girl lying down punched him in
What is impressive is how calm the girl was able to
the face, and kneed him in the groin. Both girls ran naked
remain, so that she could make rational decisions, specif- out of the woods. Luckily, their grandfather had started to
ic to her situation. Nowhere in the training did it specifical- worry, and had driven back to find them. Both girls got
ly say to use pee as an excuse, or was there a pretend
into the car, and the grandfather ran out to find the man.
scenario where she would have to look out for her sister However, the man had hopped onto the closest train and
too. All she knew was that he had no right to be there,
left – that was his M.O.
and that she could do something about it. The rest she
The girls were taken to the hospital to get checked,
came up with on the spot.
and their radKIDS instructor had been notified, so she
Story #2:
met them there. What was surprising was how the girls
didn’t seem very shaken up by the whole event. Their attiTwo female cousins, both trained in radKIDS, and
tude was that the man picked the wrong girls. They were
both ~10 yrs old, decided they wanted to walk home one
right.
day. Since they were together, their grandfather let them
walk home by themselves. As they passed by the local
We can never be certain that even with training, bad
train station, a man with a knife grabbed one of the girls, things won’t happen to our children. However, I would like
and told both girls to go with him into the woods nearby.
to give my child (and any child that I have the honor of
Even as they decided to go with the man for the moment, teaching) the best chance of surviving. If ever my child
the girls immediately started planning what to do. The
were hurt or lost, I hope she never gives up trying to esman seemed so preoccupied with what he was doing that cape, and never loses the belief that her life is important
he didn’t pay attention to what they were saying to each
enough to fight for.
other. Once they reached the woods, the man held one
girl at knife point and told the other to take her clothes off,
(Continued from page 17)
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The Benefit of Teaching
By Shifu Daniel Cimino

Learning to pass
this information
on to people with
different learning
styles pushes our
boundaries open.

Over the past few years, I have found
that not only do I enjoy teaching, but also
that it improves my own skills as a martial artist. We all know the rewarding aspect of being able to help a student “get
it.” Where that light bulb goes off in their
eyes. When you know that they understand completely what you were trying to
teach them. Teaching, however, offers so
much more to our own practice. Answering questions from our students, being
able to explain each move in detail for
them, over and over again, provides the
foundations for improving our own technique.

of person, but learning to pass this information on to people with different learning styles pushes our boundaries open.
Being flexible in our own teaching style,
teaching not only the way we were
taught, but teaching to a student who
learns differently than you might. Whether verbally walking through each move,
or visually showing it to the student. Maybe even talking about what you feel when
in a Mantis stance, or just having your
students try. In time when they try, and
they become familiar with the material,
you can correct them closer and closer to
the bones of the technique.

We’ve all heard and found in our own
classes how teaching teaches us. Sometimes it teaches us as much as it teaches
our students. I’m the kind of student that
likes to spend time with the material I’ve
learned. I’m the kind of student that
needs to let the material sink in to learn
it. To know it on a deeper and deeper
level. To know it “to the bones,” as I like
to say. Spending time teaching the sash
level students that I have becomes
equally as beneficial to me as to those
students.

Clearly, teaching benefits the students. It also clearly offers something
deeper to those teaching it. Teaching
provides the system with new students,
who will become new Shifus. These new
Shifus will continue to grow and preserve
this system as they continue to grow in
their own training. This act of teaching
improves that teacher’s own abilities as a
martial artist. The Shifus’ improved skills
helps them teach even better, and therefore, the students learn more as they go
along. Like a constant oscillation between Yin and Yang that never stops,
this mutually beneficial cycle continues
on and on.

Without teaching these levels we run
the risk of focusing on what we are learning. Teaching any of the material is considered a gift to me, where we can learn
this technique down to its bones. Where
we can get into a crossing leg stance
perfectly, and swiftly every time, for example.
I think that teaching offers this more
than what merely training could do. Being
able to explain this to not only one type

For example, I was teaching High Pat
on Horse in section two of Shyun Style
Tai Chi to a group of Tai Chi practitioners. Since these students were not Kung
Fu students, they had never even
thought of a crossing leg stance. After a
few minutes of teaching at a broad/
(Continued on page 20)
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The Benefit of Teaching
(Continued from page 19)

coarse level, I went into the details. I explained the fine
points of shifting my weight, and sinking. I continued to
describe turning the body, keeping my head over my
shoulder, my shoulders over my hips, and my hips right
over the front foot. Not bending at the waist one bit, but
having a stacked upper body, ensuring proper balance.
The mere ability to articulate in detail how to perform
this “simple” technique helps me. While performing this
technique slowly, leading the students through the
stance, I’ve created the foundation for performing it well
when moving fast. When it’s necessary to perform this
stance, I won’t have to think about it. At this point I’m on
my way to knowing it to it’s bones.
Applying this understanding to Body Coordinations 5
& 7 of Eight Step Preying Mantis Kung Fu, my technique
has also improved. Timing of the strike to the sinking of
my weight into my stance, and the pull of the opponent’s
wrist to my hip. Performing all this at the same time ensures proper control and delivery of the strike.

ever think to master it? What would happen if we were
never able to help a student improve and grow? Helping
a student become solid in a crossing leg stance, but yet
still fluid, and wasting no energy, helps us as well. I don’t
think we would know it as well as we currently do without
having taught it.
How many times we teach something only increases
our knowledge of it. Even something we learned on day 3
or 4 of our training can still have an impact on our learning. When does one ever master a technique, or is mastery more of a process that continues without end?
While there’s more material to learn as we develop in
the system, teaching the beginning level techniques from
this perspective continues to teach me and increase my
understanding. Where would we be as practitioners if we
didn’t teach these fundamentals of the system, deepening
our own understanding over time? If we think of these
“fundamental” techniques as living and breathing, then
they will continue teaching us more.

I do not think there’s a completion point - a point
where training will not teach us more. Just as life is never
Whether training on my own, or with a partner, I know complete in its teachings, practicing Kung Fu & Tai Chi
the building blocks of this stance. I can use that
will only continue to teach us. This will happen whether
knowledge to move faster, smoother, more powerfully,
we train 20 years, or 80 years.
and with the appropriate timing. In doing that, I am able to
When training, we are essentially teaching ourselves
perform La Bie, Bung Tiao, or another throw using a
how to do this better and better. Teaching then becomes
crossing leg stance better every time. The benefit is
training, and training is teaching. Each of us teach. We all
equally from being able to teach the “basics” to new stuclearly learn. Both are two sides of the same coin. Neither
dents, as it is from training it over and over again.
exist without the other. One could be considered yin and
We can know these techniques very well without ever the other yang. Two parts of one whole. I think that knowteaching it, but not nearly as in-depth as if we spent time ing this, we can then direct it in a fashion that helps our
teaching it to others. If we were never able to break it
students and ourselves grow as human beings and as
down into its parts and show it to someone, how could we martial artists.
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In Memoriam: Shifu Jesse Cimino, 1979-2019
In the words of Shifu Dan Della Vella:
We lost an amazing person. I am devastated. It doesn’t seem real. Jesse
was a genuinely good person who was full of life and energy. He left us too
soon. He pushed me to be better every time I saw him. He started off as a fierce
training partner and developed into a life-long brother throughout the years. Our
bond cannot be summed up with words. I will miss our talks about life, 8 Step,
movies and family.
My heart and love goes out to Marissa, Master Mike, Shifu Daniel, Hillary,
Colby and the rest of the Cimino family.
I love and miss you, my friend.
Message from Master Mike: The kindness and support of ACMAF,
Grandmaster, Masters, and Shifus has been exceptional and greatly appreciated
by me and my family.

2020 ACMAF Meeting: South Amboy, New Jersey, April 24th!
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